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Testing if mutated twist1a and twist1b genes in zebrafish result in open 

anterior neural tube 

Undergraduate Research Project 

During development, the process of neurulation forms the neural plate into the neural 

tube, the precursor to the central nervous system. All vertebrate animals have a central nervous 

system, consisting of a brain and spinal cord. Abnormal neurulation can result in a neural tube 

defect (NTD), causing life threatening birth defects. If the neural tube fails to close correctly, the 

NTD can lead to the following birth defects: anencephaly (anterior to hindbrain neural tube 

region fails to close), craniorachischisis (spine remains open), or spina bifida (posterior neural 

tube fails to close) (Copp et al., 2003).  

Model organisms have been used to study NTDs and the mechanisms of neural tube 

closure. Mice and zebrafish are the main genetic vertebrate model organisms, having similar 

neurulation as in humans. During primary neurulation, dorsal ectoderm cells develop into the 

epidermis of the skin and the neural plate. During the neural tube folding process, cells change 

their shape, creating hinges at the midlines and dorsal lateral areas (Barresi and Gilbert, 2020). 

The medial hinge point (MHP) cells at the neural plate midline, attach to the notochord (Barresi 

and Gilbert, 2020). The tissue at the two dorsolateral hinge points (DLHP) push the edges of the 

neural tube towards the midline (Schoenwolf and Smith, 1990). The two epidermis edges come 

in contact and merge to form the skin over the neural tube (Barresi and Gilbert, 2020). The two 

edges of the neural tube bind together at the dorsal midline, closing off the neural tube 

(Schoenwolf and Smith, 1990). This process forms the epidermis layer over the closed neural 

tube.  
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The twist1 gene in mice plays a role during primary neurulation and is necessary for the 

anterior neural tube to close properly (Chen and Behringer, 1995). In mice, cranial mesoderm 

tissue must expand for cranial neural tube closure (Copp et al., 2003). The twist1 gene, expressed 

in this mesodermal tissue, is required for the mesodermal expansion to occur (Chen and 

Behringer, 1995). Mutations to the twist1 gene results in an open anterior neural tube and 

therefore, anencephaly (Ghouzzi et al., 1996) (Teng et al., 2018). 

Zebrafish have two twist1 genes, twist1a and twist1b. For my Undergraduate Research 

Opportunities Project (UROP), I hypothesized the loss of twist1a and twist1b genes in zebrafish 

will cause an open anterior neural tube. The neural tube can be visualized from staining and 

imaging the pineal gland. Using a microscope, a perfect circular pineal organ showed normal 

anterior neural tube development (Aquilina-Beck et al., 2007). If the pineal was divided or 

elongated, the neural tube is not closed properly and will result in an NTD. For my project, I 

gathered data to test my hypothesis. However with the COVID-19 pandemic, I did not get to 

perform experiments visualizing the pineal organ. 

Double mutant zebrafish for twist1a and twist1b were identified by performing single pair 

crosses to genotype the adult zebrafish as heterozygotes. In order for the adult zebrafish to be 

identified as double heterozygotes, a twist double mutant phenotype should be expressed in 

1/16th of their embryos. The phenotype resulting from the loss of twist1a and twist1b is a smaller 

jaw in the zebrafish (Teng et al., 2018). Wildtype zebrafish at eight days post fertilization (dpf) 

have a well developed jaw structure (Figure 1). In dorsal view, the wildtype jaw protrusion at the 

anterior end is at a steep angle, forming a distinct arch (Figure 2). The wildtype eyes are also 

angled towards each other, being in close proximity at the anterior end (Figure 2). The jaw 
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protrusion of the twist double mutant zebrafish at eight dpf is not as angled and appears as a flat 

arch, not protruding far out as in the wildtype (Figure 2). The amount of space between the 

double mutant eyes is larger than the wildtype and they are also positioned more parallel to one 

another (Figure 2). 

The twist double mutant phenotype in zebrafish larva appeared in three crosses (Table 1). 

The number of larvae to have the “no jaw” phenotype was very close to the expected 1/16th ratio 

for a double mutant. To confirm these adult zebrafish are heterozygous for the twist1a and 

twist1b gene mutations, fins from the adult zebrafish were clipped and added to polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) extraction buffer. These samples were treated with proteinase K to degrade 

the proteins, boiled to inactivate the proteinase K, and centrifuged to get rid of debris. The 

supernatant contained the genomic DNA of the adult zebrafish. The samples were used in a PCR 

reaction recipe and thermocycled. The PCR products would have been run on a gel to confirm 

this genotype, however with the outbreak of COVID-19, the forward progression of this project 

has been put on hold until further notice.  

Discussion/Future Direction 

The PCR genotyping will confirm the potential twist double mutant crosses as 

heterozygous. After PCR, whole mount in situ hybridization (WISH) will image the pineal gland 

with use of a otx5 probe and show if the anterior neural tube is tubular (normal) or divided into 

two pineal domains in their progeny, indicating an open anterior neural tube (mutant) 

(Aquilina-Beck et al., 2007). This will test my hypothesis if the loss of twist1a and twist1b genes 

in zebrafish will result in an open anterior neural tube. Zebrafish and humans have similarities in 
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the development of the neural tube. If my hypothesis is supported, this could lead to future 

projects on genetic discoveries of human birth defects.  

UROP Experience 

My UROP experience was overall very rewarding. I found the UROP application process 

to be very valuable, as this was my first time writing a research proposal. Through the 

persistence of setting up countless zebrafish crosses and closely observing the phenotype of each 

embryo, I have taught myself resilience when working towards research progression. Having 

patience will be useful in my future career path. I found myself enjoying the “mini victories” of 

forward movement in my UROP as each week passed. I am grateful for the opportunities and 

experiences I gained during my project.  

I would like to thank and acknowledge Polla Hergert, Dr. Jennifer Liang, students of Dr. 

Liang’s developmental research lab, and the Biology Department at The University of Minnesota 

Duluth. I appreciate the help during my UROP this semester and making my project a wonderful 

experience.  
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